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Edition: This book makes obsolete most of the fundamental theories about the working of planet
Earth. It proves through cause-and-effect as well as basic physics what drives the planet to spin
about its axis and what makes its spin speed to vary. The book explains the configuration of the
magnetic fields that emanate from Earths core and answers the true reasons behind the weakening
of the magnetic field, global warming, climate exchange and reversal of the magnetic field force in
Antarctica. Ancient texts and petroglyph enabled the establishment of a cycle of Earth changes of 3,
562 years. The scholars who supported Joseph Goodmans decoding of the Mayan Calendar made
an error. The end of a cycle of Earth changes, where calamities such as burgeoning earthquakes,
epic flooding, heated oceans, and more, is not December 21st 2012. This book shares the correct
date. The book has given the readers an unprecedented never ending experience for every day in
the news and over the internet and other media, there are articles about Earth changes that are...
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Reviews
I just started o reading this article pdf. Yes, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction
of reading a written publication.
-- Peyton Renner IV
This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS
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